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PRo WIDE STEP 

EVOLUTION IS HERE. 
EN131 CERTIFIED ALUMINIUM WIDE STEP WITH 
SUPER-SIZED FULLY ENCLOSED WORKING AREA. 
 
 
SAY HELLO TO THE NET GENERATION. 
We pride ourselves on producing quality, British-made access 
equipment, whilst driving continuous improvements, and 
evolving with market demands. The large-format, fully 
enclosed work platform design has seen a steadily growing 
trend in the UK, replacing not only step ladders on large 
construction sites but also podiums, owing to its compact, 
lightweight design that’s also incredibly easy to use. 

With that in mind, we've decided to retire the K7BB TuFF 
BroadBase Step. The first-generation large platform step has 
been a great success and lead to the design and development 
of its successor - the PRo Wide Step which is now certified by 
the Test & Research Centre to the latest EN131 standard for 
professional use, plus includes more user-based benefits than 
the TuFF BroadBase. 

CONTINUE READING > 



GO PRo. GO PRo WIDE STEP. 
This extra wide step ladder has been designed for 
comfort and safety during longer tasks, the extra-large 
360 degree enclosed working platform has ample space. 
Available from 2 to 8 treads the lightweight industrial 
design is rated to a maximum load & duty rating of 
150kgs and has a 5 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty. 

The PRo Wide Step includes deep 80mm serrated non-
slip treads with ridge reinforcement & double riveting, 
large ribbed channel section stiles, box section back legs 
and steel hinges, hard-wearing non-slip feet to provide 
strength & resistance to heavy wear & tear. Plus, the 
integral wheels make for easy manoeuvring. It also folds 
flat for easy storage or transport too. 

AT A GLANCE 
+ Product SKU: K3WD
+ Load rating: 150kg
+ Duty Rating: 150kg
+ Country of origin: Great Britain
+ Material: Aluminum
+ Warranty: 5 Year Manufacturer’s

For more information, please visit britishladders.co.uk 
or email info@lfi-ladders.co.uk. 

The best combination of 
lightweight design and 
durability, the PRo range is for 
the professional who needs to 
depend on their equipment. 

+ 360-degree enclosed workspace
+ Folds flat for easy storage or transport
+ Integral wheels for easy manoeuvring into position
+ Deep 80mm serrated non-slip treads with ridge

reinforcement & double riveting
+ Large, ribbed channel section stiles, box section

back legs, and steel hinges.

WHY CHOOSE THE LFI PRo WIDE STEP? 


